9.1 What are paper and cardboard made of?
A paper recycling factory makes new paper or cardboard out of waste paper. The
way this is done is explained below. You can also make recycled paper at home.
1. Waste paper is mixed with warm water and
chemicals. It is stirred and chopped up by a
machine to separate the thin little fibres the paper
is made of. The machine that stirs and chops up
the mixture of paper and water, works like a food
blender.
The mixture of chopped-up paper and water is
called paper pulp.
2. The pulp is poured through a sieve. Old glue and
fibres that are very short pass through the sieve.
Figure 4
Long, strong fibres remain on top. These fibres
then go to a stirred tank where chemicals are
added to remove ink from the pulp.
3. New glue is added to the pulp. Some clay is
also added if the recycled paper will be used
for writing or printing, because the clay gives
the paper a smoother surface.
4. The pulp goes to a paper-making
machine, where it is pressed between
Figure 5: A sieve
two rollers to give it the required
thickness, and to squeeze out water.
Instead of waiting a long time for the paper to dry, it is dried more quickly by
heating it and blowing hot air over it. Once the paper is dry, it is cut into the
necessary size and packaged.
Paper fibres can be recycled as many as seven times. But each time it is recycled,
the fibres get broken into shorter and shorter fibres. If it is recycled too many
times, the fibres become too short and weak to use for making paper again.

Case study: Paper recycling
1. What is cardboard made of?

2. Why can paper not be recycled more than seven times?
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3. What will happen when the holes of the sieve are too big?

4. What will happen when the holes of the sieve are too small?

Homework for the next lesson
Safety warning

Find some old empty pill boxes and
bring them to school for the next
lesson. If you cannot find a pill box,
bring another small box that can
close after you opened it. Try to find at
least two such boxes. Some spices are
packaged in boxes like these, as well as
some light bulbs.

Do not remove pills from pill boxes. Pill boxes
have labels that say what the pills are and how
to use them. If those labels are lost, somebody
may not know what medicine to take and how
to take it.
Ask your parent or another adult for an empty
pill box.

Figure 6: Part of an old paper-making machine
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